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Abstract—This paper presents algorithm, architecture, and
fabrication results of a nonvolatile context-driven search engine
that reduces energy consumption as well as computational delay
compared to classical hardware and software-based approaches.
The proposed architecture stores only associations between items
from multiple search fields in the form of binary links, and merges
repeated field items to reduce the memory requirements and ac-
cesses. The fabricated chip achieves memory reduction and
89% energy saving compared to a classical field-based approach
in hardware, based on content-addressable memory (CAM).
Furthermore, it achieves reduced number of clock cycles in
performing search operations compared to the CAM, and five or-
ders of magnitude reduced number of clock cycles compared to a
fabricated and measured ultra low-power CPU-based counterpart
running a classical search algorithm in software. The energy con-
sumption of the proposed architecture is on average three orders
of magnitude smaller than that of a software-based approach. A
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ)-based logic-in-memory architec-
ture is presented that allows simple routing and eliminates leakage
current in standby using 90 nm CMOS/MTJ-hybrid technologies.

Index Terms—Associative memory, context-driven search,
logic-in-memory, magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), sparse clus-
tered networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE is a significant need for energy-efficient context-
driven search (CDS) engine [1] due to the drastic growth

in the amount of stored information in complex digital databases
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such as DBLP, Twitter, YouTube, or LinkedIn. In such applica-
tions, items from multiple search-fields are often queried to re-
fine the search results.
Conventional software-based multiple-field search engines

such as [1] consume high energy since exhaustive back-and-
forth memory-access operations through I/O drivers, and also
high-latency comparison operations are performed. Content-ad-
dressable memory (CAM)-based [2]–[4], Tree-based [5], and
Hash-based schemes [6], [7] are alternative search approaches
that when used in hardware, are typically intended for high-
speed longest-prefixmatching (LPM) in network processing, for
which fast IP-lookup operations are required against the stored
contents.
CAMs employ a brute-force search scheme by matching an

input search-word against all of the CAM entries in an attempt
to find a matched word or words that point to the corresponding
output in another memory module, that is typically a static
random access memory (SRAM). Therefore, CAMs consume
large amounts of dynamic, as well as standby energies in
modern CMOS technologies due to the increase of leakage
energy dissipation of SRAMs. Another reason for high energy
consumption of CAMs, when used for multiple-field search
applications, is due to their data-storage inefficiency. In order
to be able to search for a set of outputs, associated with a single
input item, the shared input item must be stored redundantly
for every association. For example, if an input item “Blue”
is associated with two different entries, “A,” and “B,” two
copies of “Blue” are stored in the CAM array dedicated for the
search field of “Color.” On the other hand, if a single output is
associated with multiple input items, redundant SRAM words
are occupied with the same output. These redundancies, espe-
cially if full-text of the items and outputs are stored, result in
increasing the memory usage, the number of search operations,
and thus standby and dynamic energy consumptions.
The two-field structure of the CAM-SRAM array, i.e., tag

output, requires dedicating an array for each search field. There-
fore, independent search operations result in large number of
outputs, whose intersections are the actual desired search re-
sults. Therefore, large delays in transferring and postprocessing
of the independent search results are required.
Tree-based search structures perform the search operation

in a tree-like process searching a few bits at a time. This
approach results in multiple-levels of searching, and thus
increases the latency and the memory usage to store pointers
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from nodes to the children [6]. Hash-based search architec-
tures store compressed versions of the information and often
require large-memory usage, and result in output collisions
which would require postprocessing operations that typically
incorporate multiple hash-tables for each length of the stored
entry. This is unattractive since the length of an item in a search
engine can be arbitrary unlike that of the IP addresses.
Parts of this work were presented in [8]. In this paper, we

present an extended system-level algorithm, an architecture,
a fabricated chip, and measurement results for an associative
memory-based multiple-field search engine. The algorithmic
advantages and improvements of the proposed system, from a
hardware perspective, were previously presented in [8].
The proposed system reduces the energy consumption of the

search operation and can be tuned to confine the search scope
to either one or a few possibilities. A false-negative result never
occurs, i.e., if a matched entry exists, it is always found.
The proposed system, L-SCAN (link, sparse, context, as-

sociative, network), features the following concepts. 1) It
exploits a unique feature of a recently-introduced family of
associative memory, that is based on sparse clustered networks
(SCNs) [9]–[12]. It eliminates the necessity for storing the
text of the search items and the outputs. Consequently, it also
eliminates the energy-hungry brute-force search operations.
2) Due to the use of low-complexity and parallel logical op-
erations that frequently request access to memory cells, the
concept of logic-in-memory (LIM) structure is incorporated
into the proposed system, that combines a logical operation
and a storage device, and places them in a special-purpose
LIM-cell, which are arranged into arrays or LIM words. 3) And
a nonvolatile magnetic-tunnel-junction (MTJ) device is used in
each LIM-cell that features 3-D stack-ability for compactness,
and is leakage-free during standby [13]–[15].
In contrast to CAMs, the proposed system permits sharing re-

peating items and outputs, as well as the associations between
them for multiple database entries. Once it is trained with the
associations, it retrieves associated outputs given partial input-
items, without storing the data-bits directly, which otherwise
leads to a large memory usage. Instead, only the associations
between the related items from different search-fields are stored
in the form of binary links. The location of such binary links are
determined by the values of the items.What makes the data-rep-
resentation different in the proposed system from hash-based
counterpart is that in the proposed system, input items are seg-
mented into multiple parts when required, which reduces the
memory requirement. This segmentation is performed when the
number of different items a search field is required to cover is
large. Therefore, the length of each database entry is consid-
ered only to avoid collisions. Once the length is enforced by the
data-distribution in the application, the diversity of the database
entries is realized in selecting the hardware-parameters.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II,

a classical associative-memory and a new family of them
are reviewed. In Section III, system-level algorithm of the
proposed system is presented. Section IV presents discussions
of design-space. In Section V, the hardware implementation
of an L-SCAN test chip is presented along with architectures
of its building blocks as well as a discussion of design flow.

In Section VI measurement results of the fabricated chip are
shown. In Section VII comparison results with state-of-the-art
existing solutions is presented. Section VIII concludes the
paper.

II. BACKGROUND

Associative memories store and retrieve data patterns without
the necessity of presenting an explicit input address to them in
order to retrieve a previously-stored entry as in indexed memo-
ries. Associations between bits of data pattern are stored in the
form of weighted links in the storage process, that is also known
as training. Recovering the missing parts of a partial pattern is
achieved with a tunable error probability, whose value depends
on the memory parameters.

A. Hopfield Neural Networks

A classical associative memory is Hopfield neural network
(HNN) [16] in which the associations are stored in the form of
integer-weighted links. The data patterns are first mapped on to
the network of nodes that later perform computations to recover
the unknown bits. Then, the connections weights are updated
between the mapped nodes, and the weight values are stored. A
full pattern is quickly retrieved using the nodes and the stored
links after a few iterations when a partial pattern is presented to
the network, and provided that the network has been previously
trained with that pattern.
HNNs have two main drawbacks. First, the ratio between

the number of memory bits stored to that used (memory effi-
ciency) approaches zero as the network is scaled up to increase
the memory capacity. Second, the structure of the network is
such that the number of different patterns the network can store
(pattern diversity) is limited since the length of a pattern needs
to be unnecessarily increased as the network is scaled. There-
fore, due to a limited capacity, the network is capable of storing
few long messages as opposed many few-bit messages, which
is more desirous in search engines as there exists many short
items to search through.

B. Sparse Clustered Networks

The drawbacks of the HNNs have recently been addressed in
a new family of associative memories known as sparse clustered
networks (SCNs) [9], where significantly higher pattern diversi-
ties and memory efficiencies were presented compared to those
of HNNs. However, similar to HNNs, SCNs can be represented
using a graph model consisting of nodes and connections. There
are a few differences between the graph models of SCN and
HNN. 1) Nodes are clustered where each cluster corresponds to
a part of a pattern. 2) Unlike HNN, where all nodes are intercon-
nected, a connection between two nodes in SCN can only exist
between nodes from different clusters and not within the same
cluster. 3) And a connection is binary-weighted as opposed to
its integer-weighted counterpart, which indicates whether or not
two nodes are related. If two nodes are connected through dif-
ferent data patterns, the resulting binary link is shared.
As shown in Fig. 1, an SCN is a network consisting of

nodes, which have binary states, and are arranged into clusters.
The number of nodes of the clusters are not necessarily equal,
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of node, clusters, and a binary association.

although an equal number of nodes is considered in [9] due to
its convenience for mathematical analysis. The original SCN in
[9] realizes an equal number of nodes per cluster for all clusters.
In this paper, different cluster sizes are employed and grouped
into fields of clusters that correspond to a search field. A pattern
is recognized as a fully-interconnected graph, also known as a
Clique, including at most one node from each cluster.
1) SCN: Message Training: In order to recover partial input

patterns, an SCN-based associative memory is first trained with
the full data patterns. The training process means realization
and storage of the binary associations between segments of data
pattern.
The training process starts with Local Decoding. In local de-

coding, an input pattern (message), , of length bits, is seg-
mented into portions of bits each. This seg-
mentation results in the creation of sub-messages for which
is also equal to the number of clusters in SCN. Each cluster
consists of nodes with binary states [9]. The index
of each node is equal to the integer value of its corresponding
sub-message. In this paper, a direct binary-to-integer mapping
is performed, which maps the integer value of a sub-message to
the index of the node of a cluster. Once the nodes corresponding
to an input message are determined in all of the clusters, the cor-
responding binary connections (links) are added to the network.
Only these links are stored in memory instead of the sub-mes-
sages. A data pattern is therefore represented as a fully-inter-
connected graph.
The density of a network is defined as the ratio between the

number of used connections by the stored messages, to that of
the total number of possible connections. The density is derived
in [9] using total number of stored messages, , the number
of nodes per cluster , and regardless of the number of
clusters.
2) SCN: Message Retrieval: During the retrieval process,

a partial input pattern is presented to the network. If the net-
work has been previously trained with a pattern or patterns that
partially match with the partial input, by using the stored con-
nections, a sparse number of binary-valued nodes are activated
(set to “1”), recovering the unknown parts after a few itera-
tions. After each iteration, the number of activated nodes in each
cluster is reduced until the value of no more nodes are affected
by iterations. The number of iterations depends on the distribu-
tion of data patterns and the network parameters.

Fig. 2. System level block diagram of the proposed system (L-SCAN) showing
how its co-processor communicates with the CPU during search.

The decoding process [9] is performed in two stages: 1) local
decoding, which is similar to that of the link storage process and
2) global decoding, where the corresponding links are retrieved
from the memory cells, and the missing data bits are recovered
using the retrieved link values and the local decoding results.
Only the global decoding process is performed iteratively to re-
trieve the message.

III. AN ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY-BASED MULTIPLE-FIELD
SEARCH ENGINE

The proposed system is depicted in Fig. 2 showing the com-
munication structure of the proposed co-processor chip with a
processor running the interface software program, and the ex-
ternal storage device. A database entry consisting of fields, in-
cluding inputs and outputs, is also shown.
The co-processor chip is an SCN-based associative memory

performing multiple-field search operations by recovering
the previously trained search results given a collection of
input items from different search fields. The training process
is performed by a database administrator prior to the search
operation. For example, in an article-publishing database, field
items such as specific keywords, list of authors, publication
year, and the text of the paper are stored in a file with a unique
file ID. The files are stored in the external storage device.
The generated search results from the proposed system may
include a few detectable false-positive results which can be
filtered externally in software or directly displayed. However, a
false-negative never occurs. In this paper, the ratio between the
average number of retrieved results, including the desired ones,
to that of the total possibilities in the search scope is referred
to search focus rate (SFR). SFR is tunable using the design
parameters, some of which influence its hardware complexity.
The role of the co-processor chip during search is thus to

focus the search scope from a large number of possibilities to
a few ones such that the number of generated results is much
smaller than the total number entries a CPU-based alternative
would search through by itself otherwise.
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Fig. 3. Example of the proposed SCN-based multiple-field search engine con-
sisting of four fields with various number of clusters in each field and various
number of nodes in the clusters.

The average number of generated search results is tunable by
optimizing the design parameters such as the number of nodes
per cluster, the number of clusters, the length of the inputs, and
the total number of database entries.
The SCN-based associative memory used in the co-processor

is illustrated in Fig. 3 using an example showing a network con-
sisting of four fields: three input fields (Field 0—Field 2), and
an output field (Field 3). In general, it consists of fields,
where each field consists of clusters.
The number of nodes in the th cluster of the
th field, , is not necessarily equal in all clusters. Each node
in a cluster along with one node in the other clusters of the same
field represent an item. The operation of the proposed system is
realized in two stages. 1) Training the co-processor: where as-
sociation between the related search items and the search results
(File IDs) are trained to the chip. 2) Search operation: where the
file contents are searched by presenting the known items in the
search fields.

A. Training

Training process in the proposed system is performed by
finding and storing the association of the field items in the
co-processor as it is an SCN-based associative memory. During
the training stage, a series of operations are performed:
1) Data Collection: A database entry consisting of the items

from various search fields and the associated file ID(s) is ob-
tained. Each search field covers a collection of search items that
are shared among multiple database entries unlike the CAM-
based or CPU-based counterparts, where two database entries
do not share an item, and thus duplicate items need to be stored.
2) Input Preparation: Each input item in a field is first re-

duced in length by extracting bits to be used as inputs in
the proposed system. In this paper, a maximum length of 256

bits is dedicated for each search field before the extraction.
can be selected depending on the diversity of the items of field
, , and the minimum required SFR. The extraction method
depends on the data distribution of the field items and aims to
reduce collisions between the extracted items.
If the items for each field have a uniform-random distribu-

tion, i.e., no particular similarity patterns can be discovered be-
tween the input patterns, the extracted bits can be selected ran-
domly. The index (position) of the selected bits for extraction
are consistent in all inputs. In databases, where a field receives
inputs with high degrees of similarity, an SCN-based associa-
tive memory still generates the correct results, as shown in [17],
[18]. However, higher number of pattern similarities result in
the generation of a larger number of output search results that
include the desired ones.
One simple method is to reduce the similarities by using

random vector-projection of the inputs, where an -bit input
pattern is first multiplied (using logical XOR operations) by
a random matrix of binary elements to
generate an alternative input pattern with fewer similar bits.
The extracted items are then segmented into parts.
3) SCNMapping and Link Storage in L-SCANCo-Processor:

During mapping, nodes in clusters corresponding to the input
segments are activated (set to “1”) according to a specific rule
describing the relationship between the segment value and the
index of the node to be activated. Then the binary links are added
between the activated nodes. To establish the binary links be-
tween the nodes, an input pattern with length of -bits is di-
vided into segments such that

if

otherwise
(1)

where denotes the binary value of the connection from
the th node of the th cluster in the th field to the th node
of the th cluster of the th field. The link values are stored
in memory for later use during search. is the th database
entry among total entries combining the information from all
the input/output fields. It is segmented into fields and
segments in each field. The th segment of the
th field of is denoted by , and its length in bits is
denoted by for all database entries such that

(2)

In (1), the mapping rule is that the value of segment is
directly mapped to the index of the node to be activated. There-
fore, there should exist nodes to cover all possibilities.
The definition of density in [9] does not directly apply in the

proposed system since the number of nodes in the clusters are
not necessarily equal. Therefore, assuming that in entries
trained to the co-processor, all fields are used to define a clique,
a new definition of density can be defined between two specific
clusters as Local Density

(3)
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where (3) is the ratio between the number of used binary links
to that of the total possible connections between clusters and
. In [9], it is shown how increasing the value of density af-
fects the message error rate in such an associative memory. In
the proposed system, increasing the value of local densities can
increase the number of false-positive search results and thus in-
creases SFR. Therefore, in order to reduce SFR as a means to
improve the search quality, one can reduce the value of the local
densities in two ways: 1) by reducing the total number of stored
entries, 2) and/or increasing the number of nodes in clusters with
large diversities of the items. When designing the network, a
degree of liberty is to adjust the number of clusters. A larger
number of clusters results in a smaller silicon area consumption
since it decreases the number of possible connections. Conse-
quently, the density is increased together with the number of
false positives.

B. Search Operation

Once the co-processor has been trained with the database en-
tries, the search operation can be initiated. The search opera-
tion in the proposed system is partially illustrated in Fig. 2. The
search process in more detail is a series of operations.
1) Data Collection: This operation is similar to that of the

training process. The CPU obtains the search queries from the
search fields with available information.
2) Input Preparation: In this step, the CPU generates re-

quired data for the input of the co-processor using a similar ap-
proach that was explained in the input preparation operation of
the training process. The difference is in the status of the inputs
as some parts of the inputs are missing such as the file IDs.
3) Search Operation in the Co-Processor: Once the search

operation is initiated after the prepared data inputs are pre-
sented to the co-processor, the CPU waits for the co-processor
to perform the search operation and transfers its outputs to the
CPU. The search process in the co-processor is performed by
the following.

Local Decoding: The -bit input, prepared in the input
preparation operation, is divided into
segments. Each segment is mapped to activate a binary node in
the th cluster of the th field. The mapping method is the same
as the SCN mapping operation in the training process. A field
with missing input information, such as that of the File ID field,
will have all of its nodes activated to permit all possible search
results.

Global Decoding: Once the corresponding nodes to the
input segments are activated in all the clusters, global decoding
is performed using the stored links and the indexes of the ac-
tivated nodes. This process can be iterative, for which a node
in any cluster remains or becomes activated in each iteration, if
and only if “1”

(4)
where is the updated value of the th node of the th

cluster in the th field after an iteration. is equal to ,
and is equal to . The indexes of the activated nodes in

the output field are transferred to the CPU after global decoding
operation is completed in the chip. An iteration may thus reduce
the number of falsely-activated nodes, and may thus reduce the
delay to transfer the results.
4) External-Storage Content-Retrieval: In this operation,

the CPU reads the chip outputs, and generates the required
addresses for the external storage device using the chip outputs.

Formation of File IDs: The file IDs are formed from the
chip outputs by concatenating the indexes of the activated nodes
in the file ID field, and then realizing all possible combinations
that can be created using the index of an activated node in a
cluster to all those of other activated nodes in other clusters in
that field. For instance, if nodes 3 and 4 are activated in cluster 0,
and node 5 is activated in cluster 1 of the file ID field consisting
of only two clusters, the possible file IDs are: “3,5” and “4,5.”
Therefore, iterations can affect both the number of activated
nodes, and the formation delay.

File Access: In the next step, the content of the corre-
sponding files to the formed file IDs are retrieved from the ex-
ternal storage device. The addresses are either realized directly
by the file IDs, or by mapping them to another set of numbers.
In either of the two situations, if a generated address is not valid
(e.g., if the address is not in the scope of the addresses), the CPU
drops it before accessing the external storage device.
5) Filtration and Display of Search Results: Since the

formed file IDs may include false-positive results, the retrieved
file contents may also include a few false-positive contents. The
search results at this step can be further processed in either of
the two ways. 1) The false positive contents are post-processed
(filtered) in software by matching the search inputs with the in-
formation included in the file contents. Then the search results
are displayed. 2) Or the search results are directly displayed
without any filtration in form of a list to select from.

C. Updating

In order to update the proposed system with a new data-
base entry, following scenarios are possible depending on the
application:
1) Frequent Updates: If frequent updates are required in an

application, only a single, but large cluster, can be dedicated
for the output-field. This way, once an association is requested
to removed, and updated with a new set of input items, then
all the connections from the nodes of the output clusters can
be removed. Large clusters increase the memory requirement to
store the connections.
2) Moderately or Rarely-Frequent Updates: If less-frequent

updates occur in an application, it is possible to temporarily
mark dirty the associations that are no longer valid in software,
and drop them if searched. This approach increases the network
density, which results in increasing the number of false-posi-
tives that can be removed in a postprocessing software program.
However, no false-negative results are ever produced. Eventu-
ally, the proposed system is retrained with freshly updated as-
sociations after several updates take place.

IV. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

In this section, the behavior of the proposed system is inves-
tigated, by simulating its key characteristics in software, such as
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the number of generated search results, and the delay to transfer
data from the chip to the CPU, when varying various design
parameters. The key algorithmic parameters in the design of
the proposed system, from an associative-memory perspective,
include: The number of nodes, clusters, fields, and database
entries.
The specific configurations and experiments presented in this

section are selected to create a guideline on how to decide the
values for the essential design parameters given the design re-
quirements. A general roadmap is to create an initial intelligent
guess, using the understandings in this section, then simulate to
learn about its characteristics, and finally tune the parameters
knowing their effects of their variations. An intelligent guess
requires knowledge about the database diversity, silicon-area
limit, number of search-fields and typical search scenarios.
In [9], the authors showed that density, number of clusters,

and number of erased clusters determine the error performance
of an SCN, that translates into the number of falsely activated
nodes. The total number of clusters and the number of erased
clusters in the proposed system are determined by the search-en-
gine requirements such as how many fields are more frequently
used during search, or the desired diversity of search items in
each field. For example, if 1024 keywords are required, then
either a single cluster consisting of 1024 nodes must be consid-
ered, or if constrained by the silicon-area, that single cluster can
be divided into multiple clusters to reduce the number of nodes
per cluster, and thus reduce the total memory requirement. On
the other hand, increasing the number of clusters exacerbates
the number of false positives as the values of local densities are
increased.
Selecting the value of local density between two fields that

are frequently used during search (e.g., Keyword, and file ID),
can be used as a guide to create the intelligent guess for the
number of nodes in a cluster. First, a target density, e.g., 60% is
selected that determines the error rate. Then, according to (3),
given a specific number of SCN messages, (e.g., ),
and assuming equal number of nodes between the two clusters,
the number of nodes in each cluster is rounded to 105.
Based on the understandings and experimental results dis-

cussed in this section, a set of parameters has been selected for
the fabricated test-chip of the co-processor, as shown in Table I.
Application-specific algorithmic parameters include number

of fields, diversity of each field, number of entries, number of
iterations, and maximum acceptable error probability (resulting
false positives). Hardware-specific constraints are area, speed,
and energy dissipation.
Optimizing all parameters for the best figures of merit in all

aspects is a sophisticated multi-dimensional problem requiring
exhaustive simulations, which depends on an application’s pa-
rameters, requirements and hardware constraints. We present a
heuristic for selecting a set of initial design parameters that after
simulating the system behavior given these parameters, can ei-
ther be adjusted to meet the requirements or suggest relaxation
of the hardware constraints. The studies in this section can be
used for this purpose.
Let us assume that the goal is to minimize silicon area, while

achieving a desired maximum error probability and exploiting
the energy reduction opportunity the algorithm demonstrates.

TABLE I
L-SCAN CO-PROCESSOR TEST-CHIP PARAMETERS

Minimizing the memory requirement (and thus reducing the
number of LIM cells) is the first step to maximize operating fre-
quency and optimize energy-efficiency. However, reducing the
memory affects error probability and thus the transfer delay as
more ambiguities are generated. It is important to note that the
false positives are detectable and can later be filtered in soft-
ware. In another application, minimizing the total search delay
could be a key goal. In that case increasing the number of iter-
ations helps reduce this delay.
First, given a fixed number of fields, enforced by the applica-

tion, we choose a single cluster per field. The number of nodes
per cluster is then set to be equal to the diversity of each field.
This situation will result in the lowest possible error probability
since a single cluster can produce fewer ambiguities compared
to multiple clusters. Therefore, the transfer delay of the results is
also minimized. A single cluster per field maximizes the number
of required memory cells, thus the silicon area, and energy.
Therefore scaling up the number of nodes in a single cluster
reduces speed as it increases the delay for sensing the output of
each LIM array, and also requires more complex encoders/de-
coders. Such system could still be more energy-efficient than
the conventional approaches.
To reduce the required memory given a fixed number of en-

tries, the number of nodes in each cluster can be divided into
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Fig. 4. Relationship between the number of search results, generated by the
proposed system, and the total number of associated database entries in the form
of file IDs for various search scenarios.

multiple clusters, resulting in the coverage of the same diver-
sity, a reduction in area, but a higher error probability. For ex-
ample, let us consider a single cluster including 16 nodes which
can map a 4-bit input to one of its nodes. If memory require-
ment is restricted, a 4-bit input can be divided into two clusters
(e.g., two 2-bit clusters) resulting in two clusters with four nodes
each. Therefore, eight nodes in total are required to represent the
same diversity. This number is half the number of nodes in a
single cluster counterpart, and thus resulting a reduced memory
requirement according to (5).
If the achieved error probability is not acceptable given

number of entries (affecting local densities), either the number
of entries needs to be reduced or the number of clusters in each
field. The density of interest is within the small-slope region
of its error probability response (see Fig. 6) although a more
aggressive slope may also be tolerated.
The simulation results in this section are presented prior to the

optional filtration operation in software as discussed in step 5 in
Section III-B.

A. Density Effect

As the proposed system stores the associations within the
database entries (also referred as storing the entries in short), the
number of the used connections is increased, causing the local
density values to also increase. Fig. 4 depicts the relationship
between the number of stored database entries (i.e., uniquely
associated file IDs), and the number of generated search results
in the proposed system for various search scenarios. The rate of
change in the number of generated search results to that of the
associated file IDs) is equal to SFR.

B. Search Scenarios

The number of generated search results in the proposed
system depends on the search scenario such as how many
search fields with valid search information have been pre-
sented. In Fig. 4, four search scenarios are presented.
The advantage of the proposed system in focusing the search

scope is better realized, as shown in Fig. 4, when large number
of search fields with presented inputs are required to identify de-
sired search results. Receiving information from larger number
of fields helps reduce the search scope since more useful nodes
are activated to contribute in the global decoding.

Fig. 5. Relationship between the number of search results, generated by the
proposed system, and the number of required clock cycles to transfer the node
indexes for various search scenarios.

C. Iteration Effect

It is also observed from Fig. 4 that the number of iterations
in the global decoding has a negligible impact on the number of
generated search results. The reason lies in the fact that when
larger number of nodes are activated at the first iteration com-
pared to second or more, the combination of the generated in-
dexes often result in invalid file IDs that are detected in the CPU,
and dropped for further processing. However, iterations may re-
duce the number of falsely-activated nodes in the output clus-
ters, and thus reduce the delay to transfer the results to the CPU.
Fig. 5 depicts the effect of iterations on the number of clock

cycles to transfer the search results from the co-processor to the
CPU for various search scenarios. The number of clock cycles
are simulated by evaluating the maximum number of activated
nodes among all output clusters, and assuming that each acti-
vated node requires a clock cycle to transfer its index. It is as-
sumed that the indexes of the activated nodes in a cluster are
transferred serially for each cluster but in parallel with other
clusters. Considering the observations from Figs. 4 and 5, it can
be concluded that the search scope after using the co-processor
can be significantly focused. Only a single matched result is de-
termined if the total number of associated file IDs (stored data-
base entries) falls into a region, where a small rate of changes
in the number of search results can be observed (e.g., when the
number of file IDs are 2000). This rate of change is SFR,
that is a parameter which can be defined in the design require-
ment of the proposed system for a specific database to control
the number of false-positive results.

D. Number of Nodes and Clusters

Fig. 6 depicts the effect of varying the number of nodes and
clusters, in fields with various diversities, on the total number
of generated search results for the proposed system with config-
urations specified in Table II.
It can be observed that increasing the number of nodes and

clusters (Config. III) in the output-field has a larger impact on
limiting the scope of search than increasing them in other fields.
The reason lies in the fact that the sweeping variable is the
number of file IDs, which is associated with the output-field.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the number of search results, generated by the
proposed system, and the total number of associated database entries in the form
of file IDs for various configurations of the SCN-based association memory in
the proposed system.

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF L-SCAN CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

Increasing the number of clusters in a field, while keeping the
total number of nodes constant, however, has a negative impact
on the number of falsely-activated nodes. The reason lies in the
fact that as the number of nodes per cluster is decreased, the
number of used connections from its nodes is increased since
the nodes are shared with a larger number of items. Therefore,
the values of local densities between the clusters are increased.
An advantage though is that the total number of connections to
be stored, and thus the memory requirement, is reduced.
On the other hand, increasing the number of clusters without

reducing the number of nodes per cluster, results in the reduc-
tion of the number of shared nodes among multiple entries.
Therefore, the number of false-positive results are reduced as
the values of local densities are decreased.

Fig. 7. Relationship between the number of search results, generated by the
proposed system, and the number of required clock cycles to transfer the node
indexes for various configurations of the SCN-based association memory in the
proposed system.

Fig. 8. System-level architecture of the proposed system performing a search
operation.

Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the total number of
stored database entries for various configurations in Table II on
the number of cycles to transfer the results.

V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithm for training and search operations in the pro-
posed system were introduced in Sections III-A, and III-B, re-
spectively. Fig. 8 shows the proposed hardware implementation
of the co-processor test-chip, that is implemented based on the
example network shown in Fig. 3, and the selected parameters
in Table I. The measured results are based on a single iteration.
Increasing the number of iterations results in reducing the delay
to transfer the results, but does not affect the search accuracy.
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Energy consumption of a search operation is typically defined
in CAMs by measuring the amount of energy/bit/search [2],
[3], without including the energy consumption of I/O buffers
and pads to transfer data outside of the chip. In the proposed
system, energy consumption is reduced in comparison with clas-
sical hardware-based search-alternatives (e.g., CAM, and CPU),
by exploiting the unique structure of the SCN-based associative
memory to associate input and output data-patterns. In this ap-
plication, search-inputs are associated with the search-results in
a memory-efficient way that eliminates the necessity to directly
store the text of search-data, or a compressed version of it, in the
search engine. Furthermore, standby energy is also eliminated in
the proposed system since the memory elements used in it are
nonvolatile. The binary-links associating the data-patterns are
stored in arrays of Logic-in-Memory (LIM) cells, where each
cell integrates a logical operation and a memory device. In each
array, there exists a shared output for each row, which is, along
with other outputs, processed by standard-logic cells. In addi-
tion, there exists shared differential bit-lines for each column,
that are used during training, in order to write the link values into
the LIM cells. MTJ devices are stacked above CMOS
layers to provide a compact and nonvolatile architecture. The
use of an MTJ-based architecture in this paper is interesting
mainly due to the following reasons. 1) Nonvolatility of the
memory structure in the proposed search engine is important
for power efficiency particularly when the search engine is in
a standby mode because it can be turned off, and turned back
on when needed without requiring to retrain the entire database
entries into the search engine. 2) Since it is nonvolatile, after an
integrated system (including a CPU) is turned off for a while
or restarted, the search engine does not need to be retrained. 3)
MTJ devices are extremely compact memory structures, and are
comparable to the size of a via between two layers permitting
efficient routing in dense arrays compared to the SRAM-based
counterpart. These features are attractive in our LIM-based ar-
chitecture. 4) Previous studies have shown that MTJ devices are
much more tolerant to radiations causing soft-errors [19].
In the co-processor, the total number of required MTJ-LIM

cells, , is given by

(5)

whereas, for the proposed application, a CAM-based counter-
part would require CAM cells, where is the
required length of a search item in the database. This memory
requirement is not taking into account the number of memory
bits in the SRAM array that is attached to each CAM array. In
a CAM-based counterpart, the SRAM array stores the file IDs.

A. Architecture of MTJ-Based Logic-in-Memory Arrays

Fig. 9 shows the architecture of the MTJ-based LIM (MTJ-
LIM) arrays according to the parameters defined in Table I.
1) Training: During the training process of the co-processor,

according to Section III-A, -bit reduced-length input-items,
including the file IDs, are segmented into segments of
bits. The value of each segment as a row address along with that

Fig. 9. MTJ/CMOS-hybrid architecture of the co-processor integrating
MTJ-LIM arrays with standard logic architectures.

of a different segment as a column address identifies the location
of a binary link to be stored in an MTJ-LIM cell following (1).
Segment corresponds to the th cluster of the th field,

and is the row address-bus that along with a different segment,
, used as a column address-bus, define the lo-

cation of the link value to be stored. is the signal name
whose value is in (1).
The number of segments and their lengths can be optimized

to meet the required number of different possibilities for items
in each field (diversity), and the available silicon area. In a field
with small diversity, no segmentation may be required. For large
diversity (e.g., Keywords and File IDs), the concatenation of the
segments in the related field represents an item.
To store the link from a node, whose index is represented

by the value of a segment, to another node represented by the
value of another segment, an MTJ-LIM array is accessed using
a column decoder, where ,
and row decoders operating in par-
allel. Each MTJ-LIM array (out of eight) consists of rows of

MTJ-LIM cells, storing one bit in each cell, where is
given by

(6)

Therefore, in each MTJ-LIM array, there exists sufficient
number of MTJ-LIM cells to store the links from any possible
value from one segment to that of all the values of other
segments, without explicitly storing the items.
2) Search: The architecture used during the search operation

is the implementation of (4), using the MTJ-LIM arrays oper-
ating with standard logic cells, which were also used during the
training operation. It is performed by presenting the known re-
duced-length segmented inputs to the column decoders while
leaving the row decoders inactive. If the value of the input of a
column-decoder is unknown, all of its outputs are set to “1” to
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permit searching all possible links. In an algorithmic perspec-
tive, this is equivalent to activating all nodes in a cluster if no
information is provided for that cluster. The MTJ-LIM arrays
implement the first part of (4) that is

(7)

A Decision Rule (DR) is then applied by the decision cir-
cuit using the output of each MTJ-LIM word following
the last part of (4). The DR indicates that the th value

, represented by the , is the index
of a node to be activated if two conditions are valid: 1) the th
column of the LIM-Array is selected by the column decoder
whose input is , and 2) there exists at least one link
(output of “1” from an MTJ-LIM word) from a selected word
(by the value of another segment) in all other MTJ-LIM arrays.
Therefore, a -input AND operation is performed for
each word. The output of the AND operations can result in
multiple “1”s, indicating the possibility of multiple search re-
sults. The search results from the clusters in the output field are
then serially transferred to the CPU using priority-encoders and
shift-registers, while the MTJ-LIM arrays are in standby. The
outputs of the decision circuit are connected through feedback
to the inputs of the MTJ-LIM arrays to permit iterations, if
necessary, depending on the application.
As discussed in Section IV-C, iterations may reduce the delay

to transfer the search-results, but not the search accuracy.

B. Architecture of MTJ-Based Logic-in-Memory Cells

An MTJ-device is a compact two-terminal nonvolatile struc-
ture whose resistance value is changed from high to low by
flowing enough current in it in one direction, and from low to
high in the reverse direction [20]. Therefore, it can be used as a
nonvolatile memory element whose stored value is maintained
after removing the power source from it, and thus eliminates
the leakage current in dense structures such as SRAMs. MTJ
process is fabricated on the top of that of the CMOS, and is suit-
able for compact architectures such as logic-in-memory, where
many parallel logical operations are performed requiring par-
allel accesses to memory.
Fig. 10 depicts the architecture of an MTJ-LIM word con-

sisting of cells, integrating logic and memory in a cell. The
LIM words are arranged into MTJ-LIM arrays with parameters
shown in Table I. The logic-in-memory operation in each cell is
equivalent to that of a logical NAND with two inputs: v1, and
w1, and an output: which is pre-charged before a
read (search) operation. Each MTJ-LIM cell includes differen-
tial bit-lines (BL, BL’) that are only used during training (write),
a bias voltage , and an output , which are
shared among other MTJ-cells in a row. Write and read oper-
ations are performed through N2-MTJ and N3-N1-MTJ paths,
respectively.
P1 is a voltage-controlled current-source whose current value

is controlled by , and is used during read. When v1 is
equal to “1,” and while a read operation is being performed, P1
permits distinction between a P and an AP state in the MTJ-de-
vice, sensed at by a sense amplifier. Without P1, the

Fig. 10. Circuit diagram of an MTJ-LIM word.

pull-down path to ground quickly discharges the pre-charged
to ground in both states of an MTJ-device. The

voltage of , when the pull-down path is established
while the MTJ-device is operating at a P or AP state, is referred
to , and respectively. The difference
is referred as . A good cell architecture maximizes
this difference to optimize the read-margin of the cell.
N3 is a diode-connected transistor, and is thus always in sat-

uration. It is used to optimize . When “1,”
N3’s substrate-to-source voltage depends on the state the
MTJ-device is operating at. The AP state of the MTJ-device re-
sults in a larger threshold voltage for N3 compared to the P state,
and thus results in a slower pull-down of . The differ-
ence in discharging rate of increases .
Fig. 11 depicts HSPICE simulation waveforms plotting three

curves when sweeping using a voltage source from
0 to 1.2 V versus 1) the amount of current passing through
N1-MTJ which occurs during read ( “1”)
when the MTJ-device is in low-resistance state, i(mnp), 2)
N1-MTJ current when MTJ device is in high-resistance state,
i(mnap), and 3) the negated current through P1, i(mp). The two
intersections of curve i(mp) with i(mnp) and i(mnap) determine
the steady-state voltage of for a read “1” and read
“0.” This simulation is used to optimize the aspect-ratios of the
MTJ-LIM cell transistors as well as the bias voltage such
that is maximized. Throughout the simulations, it
is determined that the average value for
at 200 MHz clock frequency among different process corners.
Therefore, the threshold of the sense-amplifier is designed to be
equal to 0.79 V as is
first pre-charged to before evaluation. During a read op-
eration, which is controlled by , two-input logical
NAND operations are performed according to (4) in parallel
through a path constructed by N1, N3 and the MTJ device.
The logical NAND operation in each MTJ-LIM cell has two
inputs: and . The output of each MTJ-LIM
cell, , performs a wired-NOR operation as it is first
pre-charged to before enables a read operation. If
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Fig. 11. HSPICE Simulation waveforms used to optimize the noise margin of
the MTJ-LIM cell.

at least one of the NAND operations outputs a “0,” condition
2 of the DR is partially met and a pre-charged is
pulled down to trigger an inverted sense amplifier.
The threshold voltage of the sense-amplifier is thus decided

depending on the desired frequency of operation, the max-
imum effect of process variations, and the optimized value of

.
A write operation is performed (through N2) on an MTJ-de-

vice to change its state of resistance from high to low or the
inverse by flowing current from BL to BL’ or the reverse
depending on the write value. To eliminate standby energy,
the power supply is detached from the MTJ-LIM cells during
standby (using ), as the MTJ-LIM cells are nonvolatile.

C. Design Flow

The hardware architecture of the proposed system including
behavioral description of the MTJ devices was implemented in
VHDL, simulated, and verified using ModelSim. The RTL de-
sign was converted to standard cells using Cadence Encounter
RTL Compiler. The converted result included black boxes for
the MTJ arrays that were later filled with the custom layouts.
MTJ-LIM cells and arrays were designed, and simulated

using HSPICE and NEC CMOS technology in combina-
tion with MTJ device models to meet the design requirements.
The custom-layout of an MTJ-LIM cell, and the arrays with
different sizes were then drawn using Cadence Virtuoso and
Cadence SKILL scripting language. The coordinates of the
physical pins and array boundary of each MTJ-LIM array
were then extracted using Cadence Abstract Generator. The
layout of the entire chip was then prepared using Cadence SoC
Encounter and the results from Cadence Abstract Generator.
The resulting layout was then imported in Cadence Virtuoso
for final verification.

VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Fig. 12 shows the fabricated chip for L-SCAN co-processor
chip. The fabricated architecture of the co-processor is based
on the design parameters shown in Table I. The entire
available die-area has been exploited to include the MTJ-based
LIM arrays in combination with standard CMOS primitive cells.
Fig. 13 shows measurement results of an MTJ-device illus-

trating its behavior as a nonvolatile storage device toggling be-
tween the two states of resistance: a high-resistance state (AP),
and a low-resistance state (P). According to the measurements,
the achieved resistance in the AP, and P states are

and .
Fig. 14 shows the measured waveforms of the fabricated

MTJ-based co-processor chip. The fundamental operation of
the co-processor is to determine which value of a segment is
linked with an input segment. LIM_OUT1 is the sense-ampli-
fier output of a word in a LIM-array for which at least one of
the MTJ-LIM cells has created a pull-down on the pre-charged
output. On the other hand, LIM_OUT0 corresponds to an
MTJ-LIM cell for which none of MTJ-LIM cells have gen-
erated a pull-down path. The waveforms prove the correct
function of an MTJ-LIM word by showing two possible sce-
narios in the evaluation phase: 1) a word is linked to the input
and 2) no links have been stored corresponding to the input.
Furthermore, the co-processor chip has been verified for

functionality and energy measurement at 200 MHz by first
writing associations according to Table I, and then retrieving
the expected file IDs (according to software simulations)
using scan-chain registers that serially transferred the outputs.
Measured data corresponding to the overall system is in the
form of streams of binary patterns that were captured from a
logic analyzer given partial inputs to the chip. We analyzed the
outputs by verifying that the partial inputs have been recovered
correctly by matching them against original complete inputs.
The total energy consumption of a system employing L-SCAN
co-processor chip, including I/O pads and buffers, can be
modelled as

(8)

(9)

where is the total energy consumption of the co-processor
chip for iterations, is the maximum number of clock-cy-
cles required to transfer the indexes of the activated nodes in
the output-clusters to the CPU. It is assumed that each output-
cluster serially transfers the indexes, but in parallel with other
output-clusters. is the energy consumption to transfer the
index of an activated node per output-cluster, is the number
of activated nodes in the th output-cluster out of clusters
in the output field, is the energy consumption to form a file
ID from the obtained indexes, is the energy consumption to
detect and drop the invalid file IDs in software, is the number
of valid file IDs, is the energy consumption to retrieve a file
from the external storage-device to the CPU, and is the en-
ergy consumption of the CPU per clock cycle, while idle.
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Fig. 12. Die micrograph of L-SCAN co-processor chip.

Fig. 13. Measured IR characteristic of anMTJ device, used in the co-processor,
toggling between the two low-resistance and high-resistance states: Parallel (P)
and Anti-Parallel (AP).

The total energy-consumption model of a CAM-based alter-
native is similar to that of the proposed system. The difference
lies in the fact that in a CAM-based architecture, no iterations
are required, and the CPU processing of the results is different.
The search-fields are separated in CAMs, and thus the intersec-
tion of the generated results is processed in CPU.

VII. COMPARISON

Table III shows the comparison of the measured chip results
of the fabricated co-processor chip, a fabricated ultra low-power

Fig. 14. Measured waveforms.

processor, and CAM-based architectures. The fabricated pro-
cessor is in the same CMOS technology as in the proposed
system, and is based on Texas Instrument MSP430 with 16-bit
instruction, 32-bit data, and 64-KB SRAM. The energy con-
sumption in the processor was measured for performing an ex-
haustive context-driven search in software with related search
parameters in Table I. The fabricated measurement results of the
proposed system include the energy consumption of I/O pads
and their drivers when the results are transferred to the CPU.
The CAM-based architectures are adapted to perform the

function of the proposed system by dedicating one CAM array
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TABLE III
FEATURE COMPARISON

for each search field. However, the energy consumption in
transferring their results is not included in the comparisons as
these measurements are not generally included in literature.
The search delay values, correspond to the average delay

in computing the indexes of activated nodes in the proposed
system for an iteration, the delay in finding the matched entries
in CAMs at the operating frequency of the proposed system,
and the delay in running the software search program in the
processor. In the proposed system, the delay is limited by the
current generation of MTJ-devices, and the pads.
The average delay to transfer the generated search results in

the proposed system can be calculated using Fig. 7, and the op-
erating frequency of the chip. The total delay, that is average
delay of search plus average delay of transfer, for an average
search scenario is equal to 18.69 clock cycles, which is
smaller than that of a CAM-based architecture transferring in-
dependent matched results. Since it is required to transfer the
results serially after the search is completed, the co-processor,
and CAM architectures cannot be easily pipelined.
The energy consumption per bit per search is not affected by

varying the frequency of operation for the same processing tech-
nology as the load capacitances at each circuit node remains
unchanged. Therefore, for comparison purposes, it is possible
to normalize various frequencies to a reference one without
changing the energy values.
The proposed system achieves 97%, 89%, and 98% energy

reduction, on average, compared to adapted versions of [2] and
[3], and [4] for use in the application in the proposed system,
respectively. The energy consumption of the proposed system
is three orders of magnitude smaller than that of its CPU-based
counterpart running search in software.

The proposed system requires fewer memory bits
compared to those of CAM-CDS, that along with the 3-D
stacking of MTJ-devices and the LIM structure, achieves a
compact low-energy search architecture.
It may be possible to reduce the supply voltage of a high-fre-

quency but low-energy CAM (e.g., [3]) to reduce the energy
consumption at the frequency of the proposed system, since
their intended operating frequency is higher. However, even
at low-voltages (e.g., 0.5 V), the estimated scaled energy of
[3] (0.161 fJ/bit/search) is higher than that of the pro-
posed system, due to its algorithmic reduction of hardware-
complexity.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the algorithm, architecture, and fabrication re-
sults of a nonvolatile multiple-field search engine were pre-
sented employing the concept of sparse clustered networks. A
test chip for the proposed architecture (L-SCAN) was fabri-
cated in a CMOS/MTJ-hybrid process. It uses a logic-in-
memory (LIM) architecture to reduce the delay of memory ac-
cesses, and simplify routing between logical gates and memory
units. Magnetic-tunnel-junction devices were used as memory
elements of the LIM architecture to take advantage of a com-
pact and leakage-free architecture in the proposed co-processor
chip.
In the proposed system, the memory requirement to con-

struct a search engine is reduced by compared to a
classical hardware-based search architecture using CAMs. The
algorithmic reduction in the memory requirement and access,
as well as the architecture techniques used in the LIM-based
design of the proposed system reduce the energy consumption
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per search by 89% compared to a state-of-the-art CAM re-
cently introduced in the literature. Furthermore, for comparison
purposes, an ultra low-power CPU was also fabricated in the
same technology, and its energy consumption was measured
running a software-based search algorithm. The measured
energy consumption of the proposed system is smaller by three
orders of magnitude, while the search operation is accelerated
by five orders of magnitude. The large energy consumption
and delay of a CPU-based search engine is mostly due to the
exhaustive search nature of the search algorithm, and frequent
memory accesses using I/O buffers.
Furthermore, the search delay of the fabricated CPU running

serial search algorithm was also simulated, and its number of
clock cycles were measured on average to complete several
search operations with different scenarios. Due to its parallel
computation structure, the proposed system achieves re-
duced number of clock cycles on average in performing a search
operation compared to CAMs, and five orders of magnitude
reduced number of clock cycles compared to the CPU-based
counterpart running search in software.
Future generation of MTJ-devices will improve speed of op-

eration and larger ratio between high to low resistance in its
states of operation, which will result in reduction of dynamic
energy consumption.
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